Associative learning and timing are clearly inter-related, but are they separate processes or is timing a core part of the associative structure? Emerging research suggests that temporal information is acquired rapidly and that CR's are timed correctly from the start of associative learning. Moreover, specific temporal knowledge can be disclosed even in cases where CR's were not emitted. Timing is not only crucial for CR timing, but also contributes to CR expression through the comparison of reinforcer rates, and through the formation of temporal maps. A conceptual framework is proposed in which timing is a core part of the content of associative learning.
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Introduction
The idea that time is involved in associative learning has been an intrinsic part of thinking since temporal contiguity was suggested as essential for association formation by Aristotle. This idea was developed by the British associationist philosophers of the 19th century and became foundational for modern experimental psychology. The idea that learning depends on temporal contiguity is often accepted as axiomatic [1, 2, 3 ]. In this view, time is important for the establishment of associations but is not part of what is encoded in the association. More recently, there has been considerable work showing that times are encoded in associative learning paradigms and determine the type, vigor and temporal patterns of behavior. We review this work and discuss how these findings open new theoretical possibilities for understanding the nature of learning.
Time affects acquisition speed and asymptote
There has been considerable research showing that temporal factors alter the speed of conditioned response (CR) emergence as well as the asymptotic level of responding.
In general, the greater the temporal contiguity between the conditioned stimulus (CS) and unconditioned stimulus (US) the greater the conditioning, provided that CS onset occurs before US occurrence. This pattern is observed in autoshaping [4, 5] In addition to affecting the likelihood or strength of CR's, the CS-US interval also affects the form of CR's. Holland [18 ] found that when a short duration auditory CS was paired with food, rats startled and jerked their heads to the CS. However, when the CSs were longer the dominant response was approach to the magazine. Thus, the probability of a specific response cannot be unambiguously taken as an index of the strength of learning, as different responses may be predominantly expressed to different duration CSs. Similar observations have been made about the impact of temporal variables on the form of CR's in fear conditioning [19] , eyeblink conditioning [20] , sexual conditioning [21] , and other appetitive conditioning paradigms [22, 23 ]. Thus, one should not conclude that changing contiguity of the CS and US necessarily changes the underlying learning.
Another temporal interval that affects conditioning is the duration of the intertrial interval (ITI). In appetitive conditioning in pigeons [4, 5] or rodents [6] [7] [8] [9] and in fear conditioning [13, 24] , longer ITIs result in stronger CR's than shorter ones. The ITI, though, does not seem to be the determining factor. When the time between trials (CS-US pairings) is held constant but additional USs are presented during the ITI, conditioning is weakened [25] suggesting that the key variable is the US-US interval rather than the ITI. In standard conditioning protocols longer ITIs are associated with longer US-US intervals, and the latter interval seems to be the key feature determining the effect of trial spacing [26, 27] . It is worth noting, however, that even in cases where the average rate of reinforcement is the same, or even is lower during the CS than during the ITI, anticipatory timing is still observed [28, 29 ] . Thus, timing is apparent even in situations that are not advantageous for CR expression.
That the CS-US and US-US interval durations affect conditioning seems indisputable. It has been further claimed that the processes that underlie the learning and expression of CR's are determined by the ratio of 
